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When and why use SNA?



To measure, analyze and explore any network structure
To optimize network parameters (throughput, signal propagation, etc.)
To visualize data in order to reveal latent structures or patterns in
connections and relationships between actors
To measure information spread throughout the network



To perform quantitative analysis of a network







behaviour and actions of actors are often the function of their position within the
network, and not their traditional roles or individual characteristics,



quantitative analysis allows to discover roles of actors, in particular, it allows to identify
the most prominent actors and focus qualitative analisys on a subset of actors

Basic notions and definitions
networks

relationships
actors
cohesion

• how to model and represent
phenomena as social networks?
• how to identify strong and weak points
in the network?
• how to find most important or most
central nodes in a network?
• how to measure the quality of network
structures or of current configuration?

Terminology


Network is a set of nodes connected by edges



Network and graph are interchangeable
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How to represent directed graphs?
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Directed vs undirected graphs
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Ego networks vs complete networks
complete* network

* in practice a complete network is never available
for analysis and one works with a subnetwork always,
the demarcation of the netwok is a challenging problem
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weights may represent:

A

• frequency of interactions
• number of exchanged objects
• subjective assessement of friendship degree
• cost of communication (e.g., distance)
• more complex relationships
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Edge weights as relationship strength
Edges represent interaction, flow of information
and goods, similarity, affiliation or social bonds.
For social bonds the measure of relationship
strength may be:








frequency of interactions (e.g. communication) or
volume of flow
reciprocity of interaction or flow
type of interaction or flow
attributes of joined nodes (e.g. degree of kinship)
structure of the neighborhood of joined nodes
(e.g. number of common neighbors)

Direct measures (e.g. polls) allow to better
assess the type and the strength of the
relationship, but proxy measures are also very
useful

Homophily, transitivity and bridges
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Homophily is the tendency to link to actors who
are similar in some respect (status, interests, beliefs)


homophily leads to the creation of homogenic groups in
which formation of new links is easy



homophily may be a hinderance to information passing and
innovation



in many contexts heterophily is actively sought

Transitivity is an inherent feature of the semantics
of a relationship, the existence of relationships
between A-B and B-C suggests a possibility of a
relationship between A-C


strong relationships are more often than not transitive,
presence of transitivity is an indicator of a strong relationship



transitivity and homophily together lead to the formation of
cliques and pseudo-cliques

Bridges are nodes that interconnect groups


bridges simplify and shorten the communication between
groups, increase the connectivity, enable information diffusion
and innovation



usually, bridges are formed by weak relationships
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Degree centrality
An in-degree (out-degree) of a
node is the number of edges
entering (leaving) the node.
Degree of a node is often used as
a measure of popularity or
influence of a node. In such case
this measure is referred to as
degree centrality.
Degree centrality is useful in
determining nodes that are crucial
with respect to information
dissemination or influencing

In-degree centrality

United Nations Trade data
Trade in petroleum and related products
NBER, 1998

Out-degree centrality

United Nations Trade data Trade in petroleum and related products
NBER, 1998

Normalization and degree distribution
Often we are interested in
normalized centrality scores
To obtain normalized values
one has to divide the degree
by the maximum possible
degree for a given network (n1)

Freeman's Centralization Degree



Freeman's Centralization Degree score measures the
amount of variation in the centrality scores of vertices
Centralization Degree is independent of a particular
centralization measure
maximum centrality score
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Centrality in real networks

high in-centralization: one
node buying from many others

low in-centralization: buying is
more evenly distributed

Paths and shortest paths
Path between two nodes consists of a
sequence of unique nodes such that
every pair of consecutive nodes in a path
is connected.
Shortest path between two nodes is the
path between these nodes with the least
number of edges. The number of edges is
called the distance between the nodes. In
general, there can be several paths and
shortest paths between a given pair of
nodes.
Short paths are often a desirable
property of a network, for instance, to
maximize the speed of communication.
However, there are networks in which

Betweeness centrality
Betweenness of a node v is the
ratio of the number of shortest
paths between any two nodes
traversing through the node v to
the total number of shortest
paths

Betweenness centrality measure
indicates nodes that are the most
important from the point of view
of the communication between

Closeness centrality
Closeness of the node v is the
average distance between the node v
and all other nodes in the network.

Closeness is a typical measure of the
reach of a given node, i.e. the
measure of time needed to reach all
other nodes in the network from a
given node.
Closeness centrality is useful when



main criterion is the speed of information
dissemination
low values are desired when the network
should minimize the time of communication

Eigenvector centrality
Values in the eigenvector of a
node v is proportional to
eigenvalues of vectors directly
connected to the node v.

Eigenvector centrality measure is
used to approximate the relative
importance of a node with
respect to the overall connectivity
of the network

Bonacich eigenvector centrality
Eigenvectors capture the
influence of the direct
neighbors.
Bonacich eignevector
centrality allows to compute
the influence of nodes that are
further away in the network
 α normalization constant
 β parameter of
neighborhood
 A adjacency matrix
 I identity matrix

Katz centrality


Katz centrality is a simple
generalization of the degree
centrality where the
importance of nodes placed
further from the given node
is slowly attenuated
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Interpretation of centrality measures
degree
betweeness
closeness
eigenvector

• How many people can directly communicate with a
given person? With how many people can a given
person communicate?
• How important is a given person in information
passing between others?
• How fast can a given person communicate news to all
other persons?

• How well-connected is a given person?

Practical interpretations
degree
betweeness
closeness
eigenvector

• Music: with how many musicians has a given session
musician cooperated in making records?
• Intelligence: who is the person within the spy
network who passes the most information over to
other members of the network?
• Epidemiology: if a person is a carrier of a
contagious disease, how fast will this disease spread?
• Science: who authors the most prominent and
popular research papers?

Identifying most important actors
According to the degree
centrality the most important
node is 10
Nodes 3 and 5 have larger degree
centrality when regarded as one,
in addition, their relationship is
critical for network’s connectivity

For many reasons nodes 3 and 5
are much more important for the
functioning of the network then
the node 10
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Reciprocity
Reciprocity is the ratio of the
reciprocal relationships to the
total number of relationships in
the network.
Reciprocity is a useful measure of
the mutual information exchange
in the network, which, in turn, is
often used as a measure of
network cohesion. Reciprocity is
defined only for directed graphs.

reciprocity = 0.4

Density
existing relationship
potential relationship

density = 5/6 = 0.83

reciprocity = 0.4
density = 5/12 = 0.42

Density of the network is the
ratio of the existing relationships
to the number of all potential
relationships that could have
existed in the network

Density is a popular measure of
network completeness or
networking capability. Directed
graph has always density two
times lower than the
corresponding undirected graph.

Clustering coefficient
Local clustering coefficient for a
given node is the density of the direct
neighborhood of the node, where the
neighborhood is defined as the set of all
nodes directly connected to a given
node.
Global clustering coefficient for the
entire network is the average of local
clustering coefficients for all nodes in the
network.

clustering coefficient = 0.31

Clustering algorithms aim at maximizing
the clustering coefficient of the network.
The aim of these algorithms is to
discover dense groups and communities
existing in the network.

Diameter and distance
Diameter of the network is the
length of the longest shortest path
between any two nodes in the
network .
Diameter of the network is often a
more significant parameter of the
network than the number of nodes
or edges



sparse networks often exhibit large
diameters
scale-free networks have usually small
diameters

An alternative measure is the

Core structures and peripheries
Centralization measure is often used to
assess the overall „shape” of the network



centralization is computed based on the difference of
degrees of nodes
centralized networks have most of their relationships
to a small subset of nodes, these networks are useful
in many contexts, in particular, when significant
coordination is required, but these networks suffer
from reliability, robustness and lowered immunity to
attacks

core

core nodes

Many networks have a coherent core
structure that is densely connected and
contains edges to peripheral structures


core structures are either discovered through visual
inspection of the network, or by analyzing the
distribution of node degrees

peripheral structures

